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This is a sample of type using TypeIndexer, the ultimate
font cataloging and line sampling utility. One of its uniqu
e features is the ability to sample fonts that are not inst
alled into the System File.  This is a sample of type usin
g TypeIndexer, the ultimate font cataloging and line sam
pling utility. One of its unique features is the ability to s
ample fonts that are not installed into the System File.
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This is a sample of type using TypeIndexer, the
ultimate font cataloging and line sampling uti
lity. One of its unique features is the ability t
o sample fonts that are not installed into th
e System File.  This is a sample of type using Ty
peIndexer, the ultimate font cataloging and li
ne sampling utility. One of its unique features
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This is a sample of type using TypeIndexer, the ultimate font
cataloging and line sampling utility. One of its unique features
is the ability to sample fonts that are not installed into the Sy
stem File.  This is a sample of type using TypeIndexer, the ult
imate font cataloging and line sampling utility. One of its uniq
ue features is the ability to sample fonts that are not installe
d into the System File.  This is a sample of type using TypeInd
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This is a sample of type using TypeIndexer, the ultimate font
cataloging and line sampling utility. One of its unique features
is the ability to sample fonts that are not installed into the Sy
stem File.  This is a sample of type using TypeIndexer, the ult
imate font cataloging and line sampling utility. One of its uniq
ue features is the ability to sample fonts that are not installe
d into the System File.  This is a sample of type using TypeInd
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